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Ambassador Rodrigo Alberto Carazo Zeledón 

 
Rodrigo A. Carazo is the new Permanent Representative of Costa Rica to the United Nations. 
Mr. Carazo has wide‑ranging experience in politics, international relations, business and law as well as a                
business professional in industry, commerce, agriculture, tourism and the service sector, and as a              
consultant to international organizations.  

He was a Deputy of the Legislative Assembly from 2002 and 2006, and the first Ombudsman of Costa                  
Rica, a position he held from 1993 to 1997. Between 1984 and 1987, he was a representative of the                   
University for Peace to European offices of the United Nations, and, in 1978 to 1980, Special                
Ambassador of Costa Rica to the United Nations General Assembly and various countries. 

Having earned a Bachelor’s Degree in economic and social sciences and a Law Degree from the                
University of Costa Rica, he also holds a Doctorate in political science and international relations from                
the University of Geneva. 
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“Trump Wants to Help Coal, but It Might Be 
Past Saving” 
Brad Plumer 

Photo Credit: Gabriella Demczuk, The New York Times 
 
The Environmental Protection Agency is     
looking to repeal President Obama’s Clean      
Power Plan, which was initially created in an        
effort to push electric utilities away from coal        
toward cleaner, renewable sources to for      
reducting of carbon-dioxide emissions. The     
Trump administration is proposing to reverse      
this plan and put coal miners back to work. The          
E.P.A. has estimated the total amount of       
electricity produced by America’s coal plants      
would decline by about 23 percent below       
today’s levels by 2030 without any climate       
regulations at all.  
 
Link to Article: 
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/22/climate/trump-
coal-industry.html  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“An Oozing, Often Toxic, Symptom of 
Climate Change in Fast-Warming Waters” 
Christine Hauser 

Photo Credit: Brenda Moraska Lafrancois 
 

Lake Superior becomes the latest body of water        
to come under scrutiny after scientists discover       
the appearance of the largest mass of green,        
oozing algae ever discovered on the lake,       
stretching nearly 50 miles. Algae blooms are       
intensifying and are more extensive as a result of         
warmer water, heat waves and extreme weather       
associated with climate change. They are also       
the result of human activity such as farm        
phosphorus runoff, sewage leaks, and other      
forms of pollution. Some of these blooms can        
become toxic, impacting the economics and      
environmental health of communities and     
regions around the country. 
 
Link to Article: 
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/29/science/lake-su
perior-algae-toxic.html 
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“Vulnerable Airports Swamped” 
Hiroko Tabuchi 

Credit Photo: Kentaro Ikushima/Mainichi Newspaper 
 

Kansai International Airport was inundated     
following the typhoon that hit Japan where       
thousands of travelers were left trapped as the        
bridge collapsed connecting them to the      
mainland. A quarter of the world’s 100 busiest        
airports are less than 10 meters (32 feet) above         
sea level, as reported by Airports Council       
International and Open Flights; twelve of these       
airports, including New York, Rome, San      
Francisco, and Shanghai, are less than 5 meters        
above sea level. Airports have done      
remediations, La Guardia received a $28 million       
Federal Grant to build a flood wall, install        
rainwater pumps, a new drainage system for the        
airfield, and upgrading emergency electrical     
substations and generators. 
 
Link to Article: 
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/07/climate/airport
-global-warming-kansai.html 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Connecticut joins other states to negotiate” 
Emilie Munson 

Major Michael Bloomberg(formally NYC) and Governor 
Jerry Brown(California)  

Photo Credit:  Eric Risberg, Associated Press 
 

Following President Donald Trump’s    
announcement of his intentions to withdraw the       
U.S. from the Paris Climate Agreement,      
Connecticut and 16 U.S. States, referred to as        
the U.S Climate Alliance, have taken action       
through negotiations with Canada and Mexico,      
agreeing to collaborate on clean transportation,      
zero carbon power generation, increasing coastal      
resiliency and sharing information about the      
social cost of carbon. Gov. Malloy and       
governors of Hawaii, California, and     
Washington held a Global Climate Action      
Summit in San Francisco, the first time a state         
has sponsored an event in support of the Paris         
Climate Agreement which Trump has     
withdrawn. This Alliance defends the Paris      
Agreement to reduce global greenhouse gas      
emissions. The members of the alliance      
represents 40 percent of the U.S economy,       
which would be the third largest economy in the         
world. 
 
Link to Article: 
https://www.ctpost.com/politics/article/Connecticut-t
o-cut-coal-use-and-greenhouse-gas-13227276.php 
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‘’New battery May Hold promise To Create a 
Carbon-Free Grid’’ 
Ivan Penn 

Photo credit: Alex Welsh for The New York Times 
 

Energy storage is increasingly needed to manage       
the ebb and flow of solar and wind energy.  
Lithium-ion batteries have become essential for      
powering electric cars and storing energy      
generated by solar panels and wind turbines. But        
their drawbacks are also by now familiar. 
NantEnergy, headed by Patrick Soon-Shiong,     
has developed a rechargeable battery operating      
on zinc and air that can store power at far less           
than the cost of lithium-ion batteries. 
The NantEnergy battery is simple: plastic      
components and shell casing, a circuit board and        
zinc oxide, all in a package the size of a          
briefcase, providing power for up to 72 hours on         
a single charge. 
 
Link to article: 
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/26/business/energ
y-environment/zinc-battery-solar-power.html 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

‘’A U.S. Giant Enters Europe’s Offshore 
Wind Market’’ 
Stanley Reed  

Photo Credit: Theophile Trossat for The New York Times 
 

General Electric plans to extend its factory in        
France to build new offshore turbine that       
generates twice the power already generated by       
the current models.  
So far, offshore wind power has been a niche         
market, mainly for European companies.     
However, in the recent years, advances in       
technology and the use of competitive auctions       
for power contracts have brought down the       
costs.  
G.E.’s entry for this market, called the Haliade        
X, will be 853 feet high. Each of its three          
propeller blades will be 350 feet long. It will         
spin out enough wattage to power a small city of          
16,000 homes, according to G.E. The new       
turbine will be roughly 25 times as powerful as         
the first machines installed offshore in 1991.  
 
Link to Article: 
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/21/climate/ge-offs
hore-wind-turbines.html 
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‘’Big Storms Get Worse And We’re Not       
Helping’’ 
John Schwartz 

Photo Credit: Victor J. Blue for The New York Times 
 

Human intervention is making natural disasters      
unnaturally harmful. The destructiveness of     
hurricanes like Florence and last year’s      
Hurricane Harvey are examples, “Climate     
change is expected to make intense hurricanes       
more intense,” said Andrew Dessler, a climate       
expert at Texas A&M University. 
Costs, becoming increasingly more expensive,     
and in the United States could increase by $23         
billion per year by the middle of this century.         
After disaster strikes, federal policies favor      
paying people to rebuild in place rather than        
helping them relocate to safer ground.  
 
Link to Article:   
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/19/climate/human
s-hurricanes-causes-effects.html 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

‘’Environmentalists question safety of state     
weed-killing program’’ 
Ken Dixon 

Photo Credit: Jeff Roberson / Associated Press 
 

The Connecticut State Department of     
Transportation(DOT) has finished up its annual      
half-million-dollar weed-spraying program for    
the summer.  
The environmental community is not sure about       
the safety of the herbicide mixture which is        
mostly Roundup.  
Link to Article:  
https://www.ctpost.com/local/article/Environme
ntalists-question-safety-of-state-s-13199044.php 
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HAVE YOU BECOME A MEMBER YET OF NGO SUSTAINABILITY? 

OR TO MAKE DONATIONS: 
 

Please visit 

www.unngosustainability.org 

 
 
 

 

Producer:   Roma Stibravy, President 

Editor: Gianluca Pizzuto, Intern 
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